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revenues in the quarter. Shares traded up as exceptionally high
market volatility drove an increase in demand for index and
interest rate derivatives. We believe the company’s leverage to
volume economics and positive impact from volatility in interest
rates further enhances its long-term potential.

While pandemic driven lockdowns across the globe sent
markets into bear territory in March, massive fiscal and
monetary stimulus propelled a monumental recovery.
Stocks logged their best quarter in percentage terms in
more than ten years, however the market’s rally has since
slowed. A resurgence in coronavirus cases in some parts of
the world, along with weaker consumption due to
lockdowns and income losses, as well as U.S. election
uncertainty have blurred the path ahead. Yet, it’s important
to be mindful that equities continue to receive meaningful
support from ultra-low rates, policymakers and central
bank tool-kits. While we expect volatility in the second
half, our central scenario is that the world economy will
begin its recovery process thereafter.

Telecom equipment vendor Nokia Corp. also performed well.
Shares are benefitting from increased investor confidence in the
company’s product delivery roadmap. Continued progress on
the rollout of 5G remains integral to our longer-term investment
thesis and to the success of Nokia relative to its competitors.
The company’s headway with its semiconductor suppliers,
including Marvell and Broadcom, is providing further support
for shares.
By comparison, China’s largest wireless telecommunications
operator, China Mobile was the greatest detractor from relative
performance in the quarter. Investors remained concerned with
5G capital expenditures, however we see progress on an
emerging 5G network agreement with China Broadcasting
Network. In addition, we continue to find China Mobile’s
dominant share of nearly 60% of the Chinese wireless market
with a sizable portion of high-end mobile subscribers to be
compelling. Improved operating metrics along with strong free
cash flow generation, $43 billion in net cash, dominant market
share and a 6% dividend yield are key drivers of our thesis.

For the quarter, in US dollar terms, the Ariel Global
Composite advanced +12.08% gross of fees (+11.85%
net of fees) on an absolute basis; however underperformed
the +19.22% gain posted by the MSCI ACWI Index.
Ariel’s contrarian approach seeks to identify undervalued,
out-of-favor, franchise-quality companies that are
misunderstood and therefore mispriced. The portfolio is
overweight Communication Services and Health Care, and
underweight Industrials and Information Technology. Stock
selection and negative sector allocation weighed on
returns during the quarter. Top performing sectors include
Financials, Utilities and Energy. By comparison, investment
choices within Communication Services, Health Care and
Consumer Discretionary sectors weighed on performance.
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Our largest position, enterprise software provider Microsoft
Corp. continued its upward trajectory during the quarter.
The company is in the early stages of driving value creation
with Azure and its hybrid cloud computing model. In
addition, social distancing and work-from-home business
continuity protocols have highlighted the significance of
the company’s cloud-based software platforms and
console franchise for online gaming.

Additionally, shares of tobacco maker Philip Morris
International Inc. declined in the period. Near term earnings
volatility driven by investor concerns related to lockdown
measures across key markets, slower than expected Heat Not
Burn Device (IQOS) adoption due to COVID-19 and lower
demand in emerging markets weighed on shares. Longer-term,
we remain confident in the company’s IQOS opportunity and
believe the business will benefit from a growing mix shift
towards Reduced Risk Products. In our view, Philip Morris
International’s significant operating leverage, strong pricing
power, and improving free cash flow profile offer a strong
margin of safety. 1

Leading market maker in European derivatives, Deutsche
Boerse AG, which operates the Frankfurt stock exchange,
was another top contributor, posting strong cyclical

Berkshire Hathaway also underperformed in the quarter, as
near-term cyclical headwinds resulted in weaker than expected
earnings. Reinsurance came in below expectations due to

Attempting to purchase with a margin of safety on price cannot protect investors from the volatility associated with stocks, incorrect assumptions
or estimations on our part, declining fundamentals or external forces.
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COVID-19, partially offset by strong performance at GEICO.
Results across the Energy, Manufacturing and Services
segments also missed expectations. Nonetheless, we
continue to have high conviction in the franchise position
of Berkshire’s insurance operations and the free cash flow
generation of the majority of other business segments. In
our view, Berkshire's financial resources remain bullet proof
with $133 billion in cash and short-term investments, up
from $125 billion at YE19.
We initiated six new positions in the quarter. We
purchased shares of Interactive Brokers Group Inc., an
automated electronic brokerage company specializing in
processing trades with its proprietary technology across
more than 120 electronic exchanges and market centers
around the world. While the industry has faced headwinds
including reduced commissions and lower interest rates,
the company has maintained robust operating margins.
Shares traded down in the midst of COVID-19, providing
us with a great entry point.
We also added market leader for computer storage
systems, NetApp Inc. The stock offers defensive
characteristics including a 4% dividend yield and a robust
net cash balance sheet. Offensively, the business model is
helped by its cloud-based storage efforts. While subject to
volatility of upgrade cycles, we believe NetApp is wellpositioned to benefit from its cloud storage service over the
long-term as it aids companies to move between public
and private clouds seamlessly.
We purchased leading Peruvian banking franchise,
Credicorp Ltd. as a leveraged play on the country’s
recovering economy. The Peruvian banking system is the
most profitable system in the region, with the highest
returns on equity in Latin America, and plenty of room to
grow. Credicorp Ltd. has the dominant market position in
almost every category of lending and deposits across the
country. In our view, there are long-term opportunities to
increase consumer penetration as the middle class grows
and a greater portion of the economy becomes fully
banked. In addition, Credicorp Ltd.’s return on equity has
averaged within the 15%-16% range and the company
offers an attractive dividend yield.
We initiated a position in Brazilian insurance company, BB
Seguridade Participacoes (BBS), which has 30% market
share within Brazilian pension sales and investments. The
company is in the early innings of a long-term growth story
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driven by the wealth and savings of the country’s burgeoning
middle class. BBS also has high and sustainable returns on
equity driven by the low risk nature of its insurance products
and the capital-light insurance brokerage business. With the
shares trading with a dividend yield of roughly 6.5% and no
debt, we believe BBS offers an attractive long-term growth
opportunity as insurance penetration rates increase in Brazil.
We also bought multinational pharmaceuticals company
headquartered in Denmark, Novo Nordisk in the period. The
company has GLP-1 therapy, which is becoming a standard in
treating type 2 diabetes and is now available in an oral version
versus a weekly injectable. This class of drug is growing
revenue by double-digits despite meaningful pricing pressure
as volume has continued to offset price cuts. The company also
has a leadership position in treating obesity and recently
announced positive trials that we expect will lead to product
approval.
Finally, we purchased South African financial services provider
Sanlam LTD. The company offers life insurance coverage across
twenty-five pan-African nations. Shares experienced a steep
sell-off when the South African Rand significantly depreciated
against the U.S. Dollar, providing us with an entry point. Given
the long-term growth potential of insurance penetration within
Africa, Sanlam’s unique footprint, and current dividend yield
above 5%, we believe the company offers an attractive
investment opportunity.
Alternatively, we exited eleven positions in the quarter. We
took profits on financial services company SEI Investments Co.,
global transport and logistics company Kuehne + Nagel
International, airplane manufacturer Airbus SE and online travel
company, Booking Holdings, Inc. We also sold out of
membership-only warehouse club Costco Wholesale
Corporation, clinical laboratory Quest Diagnostics,
telecommunications provider Swisscom AG and strong absolute
and relative outperformer versus industry peers and the
benchmark, Banco Santander Chile on valuation.
This quarter, we also tendered our shares in department store
supply chain manager Li & Fung Ltd., upon a management led
buyout and sold out of Thales SA, a high-tech solutions and
services provider in the defense, satellite and space in favor of
more attractive opportunities based on risk/reward.
Lastly, the collapse in oil prices and excessive supply in the
midst of the pandemic drove us to exit our position in
Schlumberger Ltd. to pursue more compelling opportunities.
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Looking ahead, we believe the fiscal stimulus and
monetary relief packages enacted across the globe will
mitigate but not fully offset the large-scale real economy
freeze and continued social distancing measures. Since the
resulting economic shocks on corporate earnings and
supply chains, as well as the second order effects on
countries and consumers is not yet known, we are keeping
a substantial amount of powder dry in anticipation of
better opportunities emerging in the coming quarters.
Given the backdrop, we remain on the lookout for
companies whose distinct fundamentals lend themselves
to an inevitable recovery – where demand is delayed, not
denied. We strongly believe the patient investor that stays
the course and consistently owns mispriced and
undervalued, advantaged business models with resilient
balance sheets are well-positioned to deliver superior riskadjusted returns over the long-run.
__________________________________________
Investments in foreign securities may underperform and
may be more volatile than comparable U.S. stocks because
of the risks involving foreign economies and markets,
foreign political systems, foreign regulatory standards, and
foreign currencies and taxes. The use of currency
derivatives, exchange-traded funds (ETFs) and other
hedges may increase investment losses and expenses and
create more volatility. Investments in emerging markets
present additional risks, such as difficulties in selling on a
timely basis and at an acceptable price. The intrinsic value
of the stocks in which the portfolio invests may never be
recognized by the broader market.
Past performance does not guarantee future results.
Performance results are net of transaction costs and reflect
the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings. For the
period ended 6/30/2020, the performance (net of fees) of
the Ariel Global Composite for the 1-, 3-, and 5-year
periods was +2.16%, +4.11%, and +5.05%,
respectively. For the period ended 6/30/2020 the
performance for the MSCI ACWI Net Index for the 1-, 3-,
and 5-year periods was +2.11%, +6.14%, and +6.46%,
respectively. Performance of the Ariel Global Composite
has been reduced by the amount of the highest fee
charged to any client in the Composite during the
performance period. Actual fees may vary depending on,
among other things, the applicable fee schedule and
portfolio size. A complete fee schedule is available upon
request and may also be found in Ariel Investments LLC's
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Form ADV, Part 2. Returns are expressed in U.S. dollars. Current
performance may be lower or higher than the performance data
quoted. The Ariel Global Composite differs from its benchmark,
the MSCI ACWI (All Country World Index), because the
Composite has fewer holdings than the benchmark.
The opinions expressed are current as of the date of this
commentary but are subject to change. The information
provided in this commentary does not provide information
reasonably sufficient upon which to base an investment
decision and should not be considered a recommendation to
purchase or sell any particular security.
As of 6/30/2020 Microsoft Corporation constituted 9.96% of
the Ariel Global Composite (representative portfolio); Deutsche
Boerse AG 3.97%; Nokia Corp. 2.12%; China Mobile 5.40%;
Philip Morris International Inc. 5.08%; Berkshire Hathaway
3.80%; Interactive Brokers Group Inc. 0.34%; NetApp Inc.
0.52%; Credicorp Ltd. 0.20%; BB Seguridade Participacoes
(BBS) 0.21%; Novo Nordisk 0.26% and Sanlam LTD 0.10%.
Portfolio holdings are subject to change. The performance of
any single portfolio holding is no indication of the performance
of other portfolio holdings of the Ariel Global Composite.
About Ariel Products
Ariel Investments, LLC ("Ariel"), a Delaware limited liability
company, is currently offering its global strategy through
separately managed accounts to institutional investors in
certain other regions outside the U.S. Ariel is regulated by the
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission under U.S. laws,
which differ from the laws of other countries. Ariel is not
currently licensed or registered in any other country, and Ariel
intends to limit its activities to remain exempt from any
requirements to register or obtain a license in other countries.
This commentary should not be considered a solicitation for
business outside of the U.S. and should not be further
distributed.
Country-Specific Disclosures
Japan: Ariel is not registered as an Investment Business
Operator and may not enter into a discretionary investment
management agreement with any customers. The term
"customers" does not refer to licensed investment management
operators and trust banks.
Korea: Ariel is currently not licensed under the Financial
Investment Services and Capital Markets Act of Korea as a
cross-border discretionary investment management company.
Singapore: Ariel is not authorized or recognized by the
Monetary Authority of Singapore and is not authorized to
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conduct business with the retail public. Any written
materials provided by Ariel do not constitute a prospectus.
Ariel is not currently licensed to enter into contracts with
investors in Singapore.
Oman: This material neither constitutes a public offer of
securities in the Sultanate of Oman as contemplated by the
Commercial Companies Law of Oman (Royal Decree 4/74)
or the Capital Market Law of Oman (Royal Decree 80/98),
nor does it constitute an offer to sell, or the solicitation of
any offer to buy Non-Omani securities in the Sultanate of
Oman as contemplated by Article 139 of the Executive
Regulations to the Capital Market Law (issued vide CMA
Decision 1/2009). Additionally, this material is not
intended to lead to the conclusion of any contract of
whatsoever nature within the territory of the Sultanate of
Oman.
Investors cannot invest directly in an index. The MSCI
ACWI (All Country World Index) is an unmanaged, market
weighted index of global developed and emerging
markets. The MSCI Index net returns reflect the
reinvestment of income and other earnings, including the
dividends net of the maximum withholding tax applicable
to non-resident institutional investors that do not benefit
from double taxation treaties. MSCI uses the maximum tax
rate applicable to institutional investors, as determined by
the companies’ country of incorporation. Source: MSCI.
MSCI makes no express or implied warranties or
representations and shall have no liability whatsoever with
respect to any MSCI data contained herein. The MSCI data
may not be further redistributed or used to create indices
or financial products. This report is not approved or
produced by MSCI.
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